
Department of Scandinavian Studies, University of Washington 

Scholarship Application Form 

Deadline for Academic Year 2016-17: February 12, 2016 

 

Name:    

Address:    

City:        State:    Zip Code:    

Phone:        Email:    

Student #:                                                   Major/Minor:          

 

Attach the following to this form: 

- A statement on your educational objectives, why you are applying for the scholarship, why you are eligible, 

and how you plan to use the scholarship. w you plan to use the scholarship;   

- A copy of your transcript (unofficial), and 

-    Two letters of recommendation (at least one from outside the Dept. of Scandinavian Studies) 

 

Check all the scholarship(s) for which you are applying: 

Baltic Studies  

 Totoraitis/Roberts Endowed Fund: graduate or undergraduate travel funds (TBA) 

Danish Studies  

 Metzon Fund: graduate or undergraduate who is conducting a defined research project or undergraduate 

major/minor in Danish studies ($1,000) 

 Nielsen Educational Fund: undergraduate Danish major in 2nd or 3rd year of study ($2,000) 

Finnish Studies  

 Eero and Helli Tetri Endowed Fund for Finnish Studies: graduate and undergraduate students of Finnish, 

may also include travel support (TBA) 

 Kalevala: graduate and undergraduate students in Finnish ($1,500) 

Norwegian Studies  

 Aulie/Simrad Endowed Fund: graduate and undergraduate students in Norwegian ($1,500) 

 Fielding Fund: undergraduate and graduate students in Norwegian ($1,500) 

 Holdal Fund: undergraduate students in Norwegian ($1,500) 

 Kielland-Løvdall: graduate students in Norwegian ($20,000 fellowship) 

 Nelskog Endowed: undergraduate students in Norwegian ($2,000) 

 Norwegian American Community Endowed Fund: undergraduate and graduate students in Norwegian (TBA) 

 Weingarten Endowed Fund: undergraduate and graduate students in Norwegian ($1,000)  

Swedish Studies  

 Gavel Endowment: undergraduate and graduate students in Swedish ($1,500) 

 Peterson Family: undergraduate and graduate students in Swedish ($1,500) 

 SWEA Seattle Endowment for Excellence in Swedish Studies: graduate students in Swedish (TBA) 

 Swedish Club: undergraduate students in Swedish (TBA) 

Additional  

 Terje Leiren Graduate Student Support Endowed Fun: incoming graduate students (TBA) 

 Leslie Ann Grove Endowed Fund: graduate student travel funds  (TBA) 

 Steene Endowment: advanced undergraduate or graduate student focusing/majoring in Swedish or Danish 

film ($1,500 scholarship) 

 

Send the application packet to:  

Andy Nestingen,  Chair 

Department of Scandinavian Studies 

Box 353420 

Seattle, WA  98195-3420   
 

More information about scholarships can be found at http://scandinavian.washington.edu/scholarships 

http://scandinavian.washington.edu/scholarships

